
India's only university to produce job creators
and not job seekers

Mr. Satyanarayana, President of KL Deemed to
be University

To ensure the rise in the Indian economy &
eliminate unemployment, KL has taken the first
step in this direction to encourage the young
talent and their dreams.

CHICAGO, IL, USA, September 24, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The 21st century will be
made, not managed, according to Reddit’s co-
founder, Alexis Ohanian. Startups and
entrepreneurs are quite the buzzwords today
and there’s none who has not been
influenced by the duo. Entrepreneurs are at
the core of the making of the 21st century.
The Indian Government is gearing up to
embrace this wave of change by unleashing
its entrepreneurial energy through initiatives
such as Make in India, Skill India, and Startup
India. These initiatives which are aimed at
bridging the gap between academia and
industry, foster innovation and commercialize
research.

Academic institutes on their part are
expected to proactively take part in this
generational change and cooperate in
building an innovative-friendly
entrepreneurial ecosystem. It is the same
belief and vision that Mr. Satyanarayana,
President of KL Deemed to be University, just shares as well and affirms to the very own fact of
developing an ideal entrepreneurial ecosystem. Wanting to curb the crisis of unemployment and
ensure the rise in the Indian economy, KL has taken the first step in this direction to encourage

KL offers undergraduate,
postgraduate, and research
programmes under various
disciplines, and has been
instrumental in nurturing
and garnishing the all-round
development of millions of
students”
Mr. Satyanarayana, President
of KL Deemed to be University

the young talent and their dreams.

“KL offers undergraduate, postgraduate, and research
programmes under various disciplines, and has been
instrumental in nurturing and garnishing the all-round
development of thousands of students under its care. With
innovation as the prime focus, KL has been identifying,
introducing new specializations and offering programs in
emerging areas. On one hand, it has been incorporating
the Application orientation into the curriculum and
exercising high standards of competence for academic
delivery. On the other hand, it has been designing and
implementing the educational system adhering to
outcome-based International models,” Mr. Satyanarayana

said.

http://www.einpresswire.com


KL Deemed to be University

Young entrepreneurs of the country are the ones who
take an active role in shaping the future of the country.
All the young people who dream to take on demanding
roles or become the job producers, there is one major
drawback that they generally face, and it is the
encouragement. This is exactly what KL has
conceptualized with the Center for Innovation,
Incubation, and Entrepreneurship (CIIE). KL has
succeeded in building a state-of-art entrepreneurial ecosystem towards next generation
entrepreneurs and set up a trademark model with a separate and dedicated center called CIIE in
the year 2013.  

It may be mentioned that the AICTE (All India Council for Technical Education) has released a
Startup India policy in the year 2016 with a vision to create 100,000 tech-based startups and a
million employment opportunities by 2025. KL has foreseen the need to produce entrepreneurs
much earlier and has developed a policy even before AICTE has released its start-up policy. It has
implemented and practiced trademarked strategies which by virtue have become a part of
national level startup policy.

The university through its CIIE policy has ensured that handholding support is part of their
academic journey for whoever wishes to become an entrepreneur. CIIE integrates
entrepreneurship into academic curricula keeping students’ academic profile in mind. As
specified in AICTE policy, University has shown to the world the ecosystem they have built and
provided all the benefits to the next generation studentpreneurs.

Establishing measures and adhering to the skills and competencies of students that not only
improve their efficiency but also leverage their adeptness, KL makes the students to lead the
procession of job creators. The university has clinched its spot among the top-ranked institutions
and becomes the first university for being adorned as the center for innovation and
entrepreneurship. Envisioned to uplift the future of graduates by making them the job creators
who create jobs, KL, undoubtedly, undeniably and unquestionably becomes the only university
in the nation to produce first-class entrepreneurs and not just graduates. It certainly Ranks #1 in
India in producing the finest entrepreneurs and innovators.

About KL: K L Deemed to be University is situated in a spacious 100-acre campus on the banks of
Buckingham Canal of river Krishna which is eight kilometers from Vijayawada city, Andhra
Pradesh, India. Built within a rural setting of lush green fields, the institute is a virtual paradise of
pristine nature and idyllic beauty. The campus has been aptly named "Green Fields" and the
splendid avenue of trees and gardens bear testimony to the importance of ecology and
environment. The campus ambiance is most befitting for scholastic pursuits. The university has
been situated on a built-up area of around 15, 00, 000 SQ. Ft.
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